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1. INTRODUCTION 
The method of least-squares inverse was first studied by E. A. Robinson in [8] 
to obtain a minimum-delay finite-length wavelet whose convolution with a given 
finite-length wavelet produces a best approximation to the unit spike (1, O,..., 0) 
in the l2 sequence norm. A detailed study of this subject can be found in 
Robinson’s book [7, pp. 167-1741. In terms of polynomial approximation, this 
result can be stated as follows: Let P,(z) = p, + .. . + p,z” be a polynomial with 
real coeficients such that p, # 0. Then the polynomial A,(z) = a0 + ... + ale.@ 
with real coejicients so chosen that the La-norm on the unit circle 
11 1 - A,P, jj2 = (&s_: I 1 - A,(eis) Pn(ei”)12 dOlli U-1) 
is minimum for all possible choices of kth degree polynomials with real coefficients, 
has the property that A, is zero-free in the closed unit disc j z 1 < 1. This result 
also holds for polynomials with complex coefficients, and a simple proof of this 
fact, using orthogonal polynomials, will be included in the next section. The 
relationship between A, and orthogonal polynomials was observed in [3] where 
only real coefficients were considered. When complex coefficients are used, A, 
will be called the least-squares inverse of P, in rTTlc , the vector space of all poly- 
nomials of degree at most k over the field of complex numbers. Let B, be the 
least-squares inverse of A, in CT* . Then B, will be called the double least-squares 
inverse of P, through mk . Hence, this process transforms P, to another poly- 
nomial B, in the same space nn , such that B,(z) # 0 for all z in the closed unit 
disc / z[ 6 1. 
In the theory of digital signal processing and geophysical studies, the most 
important model of the transfer function is a rational function H(z) = 
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Q&WM where Qm and P, are (relatively prime) polynomials in rr,, and 7~, , 
respectively, such that P,(O) # 0. If  P, is not a constant, then H(z) is the trans- 
fer function of a recursive digital filter, or an autoregressive moving-average 
(ARMA) system. Many approximation methods are available to obtain H(z) 
such that the corresponding magnitude spectrum 1 H(e-iw)/ has the desired 
properties of an ideal filter (cf. [2, 5, 61). H owever, a realistic system must be 
stable; that is, the polynomial P, must be zero-free in 1 z 1 < I (cf. [6, 91). 
Therefore, the above transformation of P, to B, , the double least-squares 
inverse of P,, through mk , seems to be an excellent method to transform a not 
necessarily stable system Qm(z)/Pn(z) to the stable system Qm(z)/Bla(z). In fact, 
Shanks [9, lo] b o served that in the all-pole (or AR) system, that is, H(z) = 
l/Pn(z), the magnitude spectrum of the transformed system is a very good 
approximation of that of the original one. This observation, however, needs some 
modification as will be seen in Corollary 3.1 of Section 3. In practice, the usual 
choice of k is K = n (cf. [6, 9, IO]). 
It is very natural to ask if the above process preserves polynomials which are 
zero-free in the closed unit disc: That is, if P,(z) # 0 in 1 z / < 1, is it 
necessarily true that B, = P, , where B, is the double least-squares inverse 
of P, through TV? Even for n = I, the answer is negative. Indeed, if 
PI(z) = z + 2, then its double least-squares inverse B, through or is 
B,(z) = (525/741) z + 3045/1482. A class of examples for z = 1 will be 
given in Section 3. 
A main result of this paper is that the transformation by double least-squares 
inverse “eventually” preserves polynomials which are zero-free in 1 z 1 < 1. 
More precisely, we will prove that if B,,I, is the double least-squares inverse of P, 
through vk , then B,,I, converges to P, , as k tends to infinity, ;f and only ij P, is 
zero-free in 1 z / < 1. Since 7rr, is a finite-dimensional vector space, coefficient- 
wise convergence is equivalent to convergence in any P-norm. Hence, we will 
not specify the type of convergence here and in the next two sections. The proof 
of the above result will be included in Section 2. In view of this result, it is 
advisable to use very large values of k. It is clear that the method of finding 
least-squares inverses is linear, and in fact, the coefficient matrix is a positive 
definite Hermitian banded Toeplitz matrix with bandwidth equal to 2n + 1 
(cf. Section 2). It therefore takes very little computer time to invert matrices 
of this type even if the dimension is very large. The first half of Section 3 is 
devoted to the case ?z = 1 and a convergence result for PI(z) = 01 - .a with 
1 01 / < 1 is obtained. This result leads to the formulation of the convergence 
theorem for any polynomial P, with P,(O) f  0. In Section 4, a generalized 
double least-squares inverse problem is discussed and examples are given, and 
in the final section some open problems will be posed. 
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2. ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS AND LEAST-SQUARES INVERSES 
Let P,, be in V* , the space of all polynomials of degree at most n, such that 
P,(O) # 0. With this P,, , we define a measure 
and let +k E rrk , k = 0, l,..., be the orthonormal polynomials on the unit circle 
with respect to this measure, such that the leading coefficients are positive. 
Here, we have used the inner product 
(f, g>, : = 1” f(@) g(@) W). 
--n 
(2.2) 
so that (& , +5j)U = & . As usual, let ilf /IU = (f,#/“, and L2(&) be the 
Hilbert space of all functions! on the unit circle j .a j = 1 such that \lfll, < co. 
Hence, the function l/P, is in L2(&) with I/ l/Pn 1111 = 1. Let A, E vlc be chosen 
such that 
II 1 ----A,(I~=infI/(~--l(I~Atn,l. p, (2.3) 
Clearly, we have 
II 1 -- p?z Aku /I = II 1 - APn II2 > 
where )/ . /I2 is the L2-norm on the unit circle with respect to the Lebesgue 
measure as defined in (1.1). Hence, A, is the (unique) least-squares inverse of 
P, in rrk . From (2.3), we have 
(l/Pn - A,, d), = 0 (2.4) 
for j = O,..., k. Since 
=- 2’, j: Pn(eie) eiie d0 = P,(O) 6, , 
77 
the linear system (2.4) becomes 
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for j = O,..., k. Let A;(z) = xkJk(z-l) be the reciprocal polynomial with 
respect to A, . Then (2.5) gives the linear equations 
forj==O,...,k- 1 and (A$ , &), = P,(O). The orthogonality condition (2.6) 
implies that A$ is a constant multiple of & , and since P,(O) # 0, this constant 
is not equal to zero. Since & has all its zeros in the open unit disc i z ( < 1 
(cf. Szegij [I 1, p. 292]), so does A$ . That is, A, is zero-free in 1 x 1 < 1. This 
proves the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let P, E mn with p,(O) # 0. Then its least-squares inverse 
A, in VT~ is a nonzero constant multiple of $2 , the reciprocal polynomial with respect 
to the orthonormal polynomial & . In particular, A,(z) # 0 for / z I < I. 
The linear system (2.5) gives a simple method for obtaining least-squares 
inverses. Indeed, if Ak(z) = a,, + ‘. + akzk, then (2.5) becomes Ca = p where 
a = [a, ,..., a,]‘, p = [p(o), 0 ,..., OIT and C = [cdl] is a positive definite Hermi- 
tian Toeplitz matrix which is also banded with bandwidth equal to 2n + I, 
given by 
j, 1 = O,..., k. Here, and throughout, the superscript T denotes the transpose of 
a matrix. This system Ca = p of “normal equations” was also derived in [7, 
pp. 169-1701 for the real case. 
Now, let B, = B,,I, be the least-squares inverse of A, in ?T, . That is, B,,, 
is the double least-squares inverse of P, through nk . Hence, B,,,(z) f  0 for 
) z / < I. I f  B,,, converges to P, as k -+co,thenP,(z)#OforIzi<lsince 
P,(O) # 0 and the convergence is uniform. The main result in this section is to 
establish the converse. That is, we have the following. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let P, E rir, with P,(O) f  0, and B, = BnSk be the double 
least-squares inverse of P, through rfC . Then B,,, --f P, as k - co if and only if 
P,(z)#Oforlz~ <I. 
I f  P, is zero-free in the open unit disc ) z i < 1, then log / P, 1 is a harmonic 
function there. Hence, the geometric mean of 1 P, 1 on the unit circle is 
exP I$ Jr 1% I P,(@)I do/ = I P(O)1 , 
-77 
even if P, may have zeros on 1 z 1 = 1. 
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By a well-known result on orthogonal polynomials [l 1, p. 3031, we have 
(2.8) 
Since 1 /Pn is analytic in j x ! < 1 and is in La(&), it is the limit in L2(&) of its 
Fourier series 
Also, by (2.3), A, is the best approximant of 1 /P, from nk in L2(&), so that 
Hence, we have 
II 1 - AkP, I!; = I/ f- - A, 11’ 
n u 
(2.9) 
as K -+ co by (2.8). Next, since Bn,k is the least-squares inverse of A, in rn and 
P, E n-n , we have 
II Pn - B,,, II2 < Ii0 - Bn,A) Pr, l/2 -c I!(1 - A&‘n) Bn,, 112 
G II 1 - &,A /I2 II R llm + il 1 - 43, /I2 II Brisk llm (2.10) 
< II 1 - AZ, II2 (II Pn llm + II B,,, elm>> 
where II Ilm is the supremum norm on the unit circle. Because all D-norms in 
V~ are equivalent, there is a positive constant c such that /I D /lori <I c [/ D /I2 for all 
DET,. Hence, by using (2.10), we have 
II B,,, /I- < c II Bn,, !I2 G c Ii P, II2 + c I! f’, - B,,, II2 
G c I! Pn !I2 + c II 1 - A,Pn l/2 (I! Pn llm + II &a,, llm>, 
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which gives 
(1 - c II 1 - 4J’n 112) II &,I, l/m < c II P, l/z + c II 1 - Ad’, II2 II Pn IL . 
By applying (2.9) we obtain 
liy+-v II &A Illi < c II Pn l12. 
Combining this with (2.10), we can find a positive constant d, such that 
/I P, - B,,, I!:! < d II 1 - Ad’, l/z . (2.11) 
In view of the estimate in (2.9) we have proved that 
Bn,li - Pn 
as k-+co. 
Note that (2.9) and (2.11) together give the order of approximation of P, by 
its double least-squares inverse B,,, through rle . 
3. CONVERGENCE OF DOUBLE LEAST-SQUARES INVERSES 
We will first discuss the case when n = 1. The result obtained in this case 
will help us to find a natural candidate for the limit function of the double least- 
squares inverses B,,k of P, for any 71. Without loss of generality, we consider 
PI(Z) = a - 2, 
where 01 is a nonzero complex number. Let 
A,(z)=a,+a,zt..‘fa,z” 
be the least-squares inverse of PL in rIc , and write Ca = p with a = [as ,..., akIT 
and p = [G, O]T as in the previous section. It is clear that the coefficient matrix C 
is given by the tridiagonal Toepliz matrix 
1+jap ---CL o:yo 0 0 
* . . . 0 
c= 
*. : 
.*:.~~.-~~ .‘-() 
.-. *.-a . . 
.‘-G ‘l~+,al* 
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Hence, it follows easily that 
444 = 1 + . . . ; I a l”“f2 
x [(l + *** + 1 CL I”“) + G(1 + .** + ICY I”“-“) z + *.* + cu”z”]. 
(3.1) 
The least-squares inverse 
&,k(d = bO.k - h,kz 
of A, in 771 , or equivalently the double least-squares inverse of Pr , can be 
determined in the same straightforward manner. To simplify the following 
presentation and to enable us to prove a convergence result to be stated later, 
we introduce the notation 
d=la(2 and c* = i: dl. 
l=O 
Then we have the linear system 
-I 
5 dk-JCj2 01 f dk-‘cj-lcj 
d j=O j=l 
CE,l 
ol f d”-jcjelcj i d’e-jcj 
j=l j=O 
from which it follows that 
b 0.k _ [ 1 b - 1.k 
&kc,+1 i. dk+cj2 
bo*k(a) E bo*k = d [(c dk-jcj2)’ _ d (2 dk-ic,lcj)2] ’ 
i=O i=l 
(3.2) 
ack -- 
ck+l 
0 
b&a) = b1.k = - j=l 
[(to dk+;)’ - d (tl dk-‘c,,C,)2] ’ 
(3.4) 
The only simple case here is when 1 01 1 = 1, giving d = 1, c, = j + 1, and 
Bl,k(z) 
4k + 6 4k 
= 
m  
a - __ 4k + 3 2. 
Hence, for 1 OL ) = 1, the zero of B,,, is at (1 -j- 3/2k) 01 and & -+ pr as asserted 
by Theorem 2.1. In general, even though the expressions in (3.3) and (3.4) are 
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quite complicated and cannot be simplified, Theorem 2.1 guarantees that both 
(lb) bO,k(4 - 1 and kk(4 - 1 t (3.5) 
for 1 a 1 > 1, as k -j co. This fact also allows us to study the convergence of 
B,,, for 1 01 1 < 1. Indeed, if d = 1 c1 I2 < 1, then setting 
f-d-1 and gj = i fC7 (3.6) 
z=o 
we have 
d=f-’ and cj =f-&. (3.7) 
By using (3.7), the right-hand side of (3.3) becomes 
af -%f -k-1&+l 5 f -kty-2jgi2 
h3,k = - 
j=o 
f -1 [ (;of-k+,-2,j2 - f -1 (il f -y’+‘gj-lgjj2] 
k 
??kgk+l c .f “-‘&” 
[ (5 fk-jgFj2 - ; ig f “-‘nS-,Ri)a] ’ 
j=O j=l 
(3-V 
and similarly, the right-hand side of (3.4) can be written as 
b,,, = - 
gkgk+l +I f 7cp’gi-dj 
[ (5 f “+&2)” - f (5 f k-jgl-lgjj2] * 
(3.9) 
j=O j=l 
Observe that the expressions in the right-hand sides of (3.8) and (3.9) are the 
same as those of (3.3) and (3.4) except that in (3.8) we need the factor l/f. 
Furthermore, the relationship between gj and f in (3.6) is identical to that 
between cj and d in (3.2). Hence, for / a: 1 < 1 or equivalently, f > 1, the con- 
vergence result in (3.5) gives 
(1 b) bO,k(a) -f and kk(4 - 1. 
Combining this result with (3.5), we have 
bo,k(a) + ci if Ial 21, 
+ l/G if O<!ol[ <I; (3.10) 
h,k(d - 1 
for all nonzero complex number 01. That is, we have proved the following: 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Let P&Y) = 01 - z with 0 < j N / < 1, and B,,, be its 
double least-squares inverse through rrk . Then 
B,>&) - (l/E - 4, (3.11) 
ask-too. 
Of course, for j a: / > 1 Theorem 2.1 guarantees that the double least-squares 
inverse B,,, of PI(x) = 01- z “eventually” preserves Pr , but (3.11) says that for 
0 < 1 (Y. 1 < 1, the double least-squares inverse “eventually” moves the zero of 
Pr to its image of reflection across the unit circle. This result allows us to choose 
the natural candidate for the limit function of the sequence of double least- 
squares inverse for any polynomial P, with Pn(0) # 0. Namely, we establish the 
following result. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let P, E rr,, be written as 
P,(z) = (011 - 4 ... (%n - 4 . Qn-nL(4 
whereQ,_,E~,_,,~iszero-freein/z~<1andO<IoljI<1fmj=l,...,m, 
and denote by B,,, E rrn the double least-squares inverse of P, through rrA . Then 
B. nk+p,, as k-t co, where 
P,(z) = (l/G1 - z) ... (l/Em - 2) ~Qn-,,(z). 
We will present an elegant proof of this result by Dr. E. T. Y. Lee. But first let 
us mention a consequence of this theorem. We observe that the magnitude 
spectrum corresponding to B,,, is not the same as that corresponding to the 
original polynomial P, , for very large values of k. In fact, we have the following: 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let P, and Bn,k be defined as in Theorem 3.1. Then 
for all real w, where c = 1 01~ ... or, 1-l. 
Note that if P, has zeros in 1 .z / < 1, then c > 1, so that an adjustment of a 
multiplicative constant is needed to preserve the magnitude spectrum. That is, 
Shanks’ procedure [lo] requires a modification. We now give a proof of Theorem 
3.1. In view of Theorem 2.1, it is sufficient to show that P, and pm defined in the 
statement of the theorem have the same least-squares inverse in 7rITK . But this is 
trivial. Indeed, if we consider the measures dp = (1/2~r) 1 P(eie)12 d0 and d@ = 
(1/2~r) / P(eie)12 d0, then it is clear that 
4 = y 4% (3.13) 
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where y = / m1 ... (L, j2. At the same time, we also have 
PdO> = Ym3. (3.14) 
Hence, if A&(z) = a, + ... + akzL and &(z) = d, + ... + ci,x” denote the 
least-squares inverses of P,, and pn in flk , respectively, then we have 
Ch 1..‘, &IT = [P,(O), b., OIT, 
Qiio )..., i&]-f = [IQO), 0 )..., O]T, 
where, because of (2.7) and (3.13), the coefficient matrices C and C satisfy the 
relationship C = rC. Hence, using (3.14) and the nonsingularity of C, we con- 
clude that [a, ,..., a,] = [&, ,..., &], or A, = & . 
4. GENERALIZED DOUBLE LEAST-SQUARES INWRSES 
Let H2 be the usual Hardy space of functions f analytic in the open unit 
disc J x ) < 1 with 
If f~ H2 with f(0) # 0, B,,, E W, wilI be called the generalized double leust- 
squares inverse off in rr,, through nk , provided BlzSk is the least-squares inverse of 
A, E rk in rn , where A, is the least-squares inverse off in vk . By using the 
same argument given in Section 2, we note that Ak(z) # 0 for all ] z ] < 1. Also, 
since H2 is a subclass of the Nevanlinna class N, we conclude as in Section 2 that 
iffEH2is zero-free in jxl < 1, and+jE 15; are the orthonormal polynomials 
with respect to the measure (112~) 1 f(0)]” dfI on 1 z 1 = 1, having positive 
leading coefficients, then 
(4.1) 
(cf. [l 1, p. 3031). Here, and throughout, f(0) denotes the almost everywhere 
radial limit off (ye@) as r t 1, That f’exists is due to the well-known theorem of 
Fatou. If, in addition, A, is the least-squares inverse off in rL , then the same 
argument given in Section 2 yields 
II 1 - Alcf 112 = IfWl 
I 
f I MW “‘1 
1 
(4.2) 
j=k+l 
which converges to zero as K -+ co by (4.1). Now, let B,,, E 7~~ be the generalized 
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double least-squares inverse in rlt of f through rr,; that is, B,,I, is the least- 
squares inverse of A, in r12 . It is natural to study the convergence of B,,, as 
k-+co,andifB,,,--+B,, to study how good is B, an approximant off from 
r% . Let us start with two examples. 
If f (2) = 1 - Z, then the generalized double least-squares inverse off in n,, 
through rk is B&z) = 6/(2k + 3). Hence, B,,, ---f B, E 0 as k --+ co. 
Next, let f(z) = 1 - x2, and A,(z) = 01~ + ~lrz + ... + c+z7~ be its least- 
squares inverse in nk . Then C[ols ,..., ak]r = [1, 0 ,..., OIT, where 
A simple manipulation gives 
c= 
i 
2 
0: 
--I. 
0 
&(z)=&[k+(k-l)z2+(k-2)z4+...+;aj if 
k is even, 
=&[k+(k-ll)aa+(k-2)P+...+k+] if 
k is odd 
and the generalized double least-squares inverse B,,I, off in STY through rrk is 
B,,,(z) = k(k + l)![k2 + **- + (W2)21 if 
= k(k + l)/[k2 + 9.. + ((k + 1)/2)2] if 
k is even, 
k is odd. 
Hence, we have B,,,(z) + B,(z) SE 0 as in the first example. 
The above examples indicate that the following conjecture should hold. 
CONJECTURE. If f is a polynomial with m zeros (counting multiplicities) on 
I .x 1 = 1 and is zero-free in 1 z 1 < 1, and ;f B,,, is its generalized double least- 
squares inverse in rr, through rrk , then B,,k + 0 as k -+ co for n = 0 ,..., m - 1. 
If the polynomial f is zero-free in 1 z I < 1, one would expect B,,, -+ B, , 
the least-squares inverse of 1 If in rrn . This, and more, is true as in the following. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let f E H2 be such that its reciprocal lif is in Hm, and B,,, be 
its generalized double least-squares inverse in mn through rrk . Then B,,, + B, as 
k ---f co where B, E rr,, is the least-squares inverse of 1 If in rr,, . 
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If we set dv = (1/27r) lJ(e)j-” de, whereJ(B) is the almost everywhere radial 
limit of f(re”“) as r t 1, and define, as before, the inner product 
(g, h)” = I* $i dv, 
-77 
then B, is the best approximant off from rTT, in 1) . I!” = (., .}i’“. Let #j E ?rj be 
the orthonormal polynomials with positive leading coefficients with respect to 
this inner product. Then as in (4.1), we have 
llB, -f/i, = inf{ji B - filV: B E T,} (4.3) 
= /j 1 - B,ifl12 = 1 f(O)/-’ f 
+llCl 
asn.co. 
To prove the theorem, let A, be the least-squares inverse off in nk . Then 
A, is zero-free in I z / < 1. Set dv, = (1/27r) I A,(eie)J2 d0 and let ( , jV, be 
the corresponding analogous inner product. Also, let *j,k E mj be the ortho- 
normal polynomials with positive leading coefficients with respect to ( , >,, . 
Then 
and hence 
But since A, is the least-squares inverse off in rk , we have 
I 1 - Aa(O)f(O)l < & 1; I 1 - &VIf(~)I de 
77 (4.4) 
< 1~ 1 - bcfll, - 0 
as K + co, by (4.2). This gives Ak(0) --f(O)-1. To study the convergence of the 
orthogonal polynomials #j,k as k ---f co, we recall that 
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CO.k C-l,k “’ c-j,k 
Cl.k CO.k “’ c-j+l.k 
#i.k(z) = (Dj-1,kDj,k)-1'2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
cj-l.k ‘j-2.k “’ C-l,k 
1 2 . . . zj 
where 
CZ,& = & [” 1 A,(P)j2 e-- de, 
2 = 0, fl,... and D,,, is the (positive) determinant 
Dzek = cl,k cO.k “’ C-2+l,k 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*....*. 
(cf. [ll, p. 2881). Th e orthogonal polynomial J/Q can be written in the same 
manner with c~,~ replaced by c1 . Hence, to prove that 4j.k + & as /z -+ CO, it is 
sufficient to prove that cl.k -+ cr , where 
for each I = 0, kl,.... That is, we must show that dv, converges to du in the 
weak topology. Since A, + 1 /f uniformly on compact subsets of / z j < 1, it is 
equivalent to show that 11 A, - l/fi12 ---f 0. This is clear since 1 /f E Hm and 
/I Ak - f !I2 = /I (1 - Akf) + /I2 < /I $ Iirn I/ 1 - Akfli2 3 
which tends to zero by (4.2). Hence, together with (4.4), we have 
~ ___ 
Bn.k(x) = A,(O) j$o +i.k(O) h,k(‘) --f@-’ $I #do) hb) 
= B,(z). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Let f be analytic in / z / < 1 such that its reciprocal llf is in Hz, and let 
B, E 7r,, be the least-squares inverse of 1 /f in rn . Then B, is zero-free in j z 1 < 1. 
As in Section 2, let B$ denote the reciprocal polynomial with respect to B, . 
Then by a well-known result of I. Schur, we have 
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for a11 z, ( z j < 1, and that for each m = 0, 1, 2 ,...: 
is a polynomial in nrn+% with all its zeros lying on the unit circle C: / z I = 1. 
Such polynomials are called C-polynomials. For more information, see [I ] and 
the references therein. For z = reie, 0 < Y < 1, we have 
where P,(B) is the Poisson kernel. Since B, is the least-squares inverse of l/f, 
we have II 1 - Bdf IIt -+ 0 by (4.2). That is, B, -f uniformly on compact 
subsets of 1 z / < 1. Hence, by (4.5), we have z”B$(z) + 0 uniformly on each 
compact subset of ] z 1 < 1 as m -j 00 independent of n = 0, 1, 2 ,.... Therefore, 
the C-polynomials P,,, converge to j uniformly on compact subsets of 1 z 1 < 1 
as both m and n -+ 00 independently. Since B, is obtained from f by a linear 
method, this gives a straightforward method for constructing C-polynomials that 
approximate f uniformly on compact subsets of / z 1 < 1. We remark that 
uniform approximation on compact subsets of 1 z 1 < 1 cannot be replaced by 
approximation in the Hz-norm, even if j is in Hz. This was proved in [l , Theo- 
rem 21. 
5. FINAL REMARKS 
There are many interesting and perhaps very difficult problems one can pose 
related to the results and discussion in this paper. It is hoped that this article 
stimulates a new area of research in digital filtering and approximation theory. 
In the case of one complex variable as discussed here, the conjecture given in 
Section 4 should be settled, and the analogous problems in HP, p # 2, seem very 
difficult. Of course, these problems can be posed in the case of several complex 
variables. For example, Shanks [lo] conjectured that the least-squares inverses 
of polynomials of two complex variables are zero-free in the bi-disc ((zi ,x2): 
1 ai 1 < 1, 1 z2 j < I>. This conjecture was, however, shown to be false by 
Genin and Kamp in [3]. Under certain restrictions, Shanks’ conjecture should 
hold and this would be a very important tool in two-dimensional recursive 
digital filter design. A result analogous to Theorem 2.1 is important to “pre- 
serve” a stable filter under double least-squares inverses. For the approximation 
theorist, analogous problems can be posed on an interval, say [0, I], of the real 
line. If JJ . /lp denotes the Lp-norm on [0, I], 1 < p < m, one can study (best) 
D-inverses and (best) double D-inverses analogous to the least-squares and 
double least-squares inverses, respectively, as discussed in this article. 
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